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Covato said ...
December 30, 2005:A paraphrase of what we wrote about the Three Peaks followed by Domed House (3PDH) pattern in our December 30, 2005 message:“One thing that seems to have been painting a clear picture is the NEW Three Peaks followed by Domed House (3PDH) pattern (for the market) displayed in our December 5, 2005 message.  Since this pattern moved high enough in November for most indices to satisfy the 3PDH pattern’s Minimum Upside Targets, betting on the long side should be done so with caution …” “If the 3PDH is merely forming the end of its Pause phase (usually labeled Points 15 to 20), then an upward course to higher highs on a short- to intermediate-term basis is reasonable.  Keep in mind – if this is the case – that the second rising phase in a Domed House (usually labeled Points 20 to 23) almost never exceeds the magnitude of the first up phase.”

Covato said ...
January 20, 2006:Until the market works past a) the potential –9% loss expected from the Domed House pattern, b) the expected near-term erosion of our intermediate-term trend indicators, and c) our forecast’s directional weakness dominating into late April and reappearing in May, managers should reduce relatively weak stocks during strength and buy relatively strong stocks during weakness into Spring of 2006.

Covato said ...
January 30, 2006 TAP report paraphrase:There is a 79% probability that the larger, daily Domed House pattern will produce a meaningful descent of, say, -7% or more.  …  There is about a 68% chance that it will completely or very nearly test the October 2005 lows (a market loss of about –9%), which is probable to develop during the first several months of 2006, and there about an 11% probability that only a partial and less mild Domed House descent will unfold (a loss of about half to two-thirds of the rally’s overall gains).  Remember, the norm for any 3P:DH pattern is STILL to completely wipe out the whole gain of its Domed House pattern and the average loss of all completed 3P:DH patterns is about –20%.January 31, 2006: … we still believe the 3PDH pattern since the April 2005 lows should be the main focal point for managers.  The majority of indices have maintained clearly visible 3PDH patterns, and the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) has displayed seemingly perfect symmetry to the 3PDH model.  And, since the April 2005-to-date 3PDH pattern lines up so well with our other work into the first 3 to 5 months of 2006 it, therefore, behooves us to “play the market” or employ a strategy according to the model's suggested future course.

Covato said ...
March 7, 2006INTERMEDIATE-TERM RATING LOWERED TO NEGATIVEYesterday … our "Lagging" Intermediate-Term Net of Advances and Declines Indicator (ITNAD) produced a sell signal. 

Covato said ...
March 22, 2006INTERMEDIATE-TERM BOTTOM LIKELY IN APRIL, BUT NO LATER THAN JUNEANNUAL FORECAST SPELLS WEAKNESS FOR SPRING AND STRENGTH FOR SUMMERThe market appears to be forming a short-term peak – perhaps one of several “moments of truth” for the coming weeks.  The next short- to intermediate corrective market phase should be revealing.  The short-term market descents since January have made, for the most part, higher lows.  We would like to see one of these market descents dip below a recent short-term low – this would create the perception of a “downward tilt”.Today, the overall domestic market indices still have the shape of the Domed House pattern.  Page 6 of our January TAP report stated, “The danger zone of the current Domed House begins as early as 1/22/2006 for the S&P 500 and DJIA, increases in probability from 2/11 to 3/11, and lasts as long as late March or April.”  If we overlay the Domed House danger zone with our Annual Market Forecast and Directional Indicators Analysis, they basically agree since the Domed House danger zone (which represents the “beginning” of weakness) carries into April and the forecasted “Weak Readings” (which represent an imminent and weak bias near their specific locations) basically end near mid-June.  Note: Keep in mind that there is a short span of strength forecasted for late April / early May.The Semiconductor Index (our symbol is $SOX) wins the award at this time for best Three Peaks followed by Domed House (3PDH) pattern with regard to the overall domestic market indices.  We interpret its pattern such that its final high has already developed.  In order for the remainder of this pattern to retain its excellent symmetry to the 3PDH model, a Right Shoulder rally may be expected prior to its final descent to test its October 2005 lows – a descent from current levels of about –14%.  

Covato said ...
March 30, 2006Prediction: The market will return to weakness around the weekend of Saturday, May 6.  The weakness will consume most of the remainder of May.

Covato said ...
April 11, 2006SHORT-TERM TRADING INDICATOR (TI)… a reversal TI buy signal is developing at the close today for the Dow Industrial Average, New York Stock Exchange Composite, and the S&P 500 Index. … IF this TI BUY signal is confirmed, then our Short-Term Trend Rating will be increased from Negative to Positive, and managers should expect the market to ascend for a few days.  While the average initial market reaction to a TI BUY signal is 6 trading days (starting from the confirmation day as DAY 1) other intermediate-term factors discussed in recent communiqués influence us to advise managers to treat the potential TI BUY signal as an opportunity for only very short-term traders to play the long side, and for intermediate and longer-term traders to raise cash or establish some short positions. INTERMEDIATE-TERM… remember … directional weakness is predicted to reappear in early May.

Covato said ...
May 2, 2006Our strategy from our January report still applies (which stated) … "managers should reduce relatively weak stocks during strength and buy relatively strong stocks during weakness into Spring”…Our question regarding (long-term) time-lines remains paramount.  We believe the resolution of these issues and the answer to many questions are about to be revealed by the market to us, most likely during the next few months.

Covato said ...
May 22, 2006Intermediate Comment: … more time is needed in order for the market to reverse from the current down trend.  … it is too soon to make price judgments about the anticipated recovery's potential gains.

Covato said ...
May 30, 2006… the developmental process of a tradable, intermediate-term bottom reversal is unfolding and likely to be apparent by mid-June.	… this is one of those times when it is better to focus on the timing and duration of the expected intermediate-term upward movement than to try to know in advance whether or not new market highs will be produced by this particular intermediate stretch.StrategyShort- and intermediate-term traders should buy relatively strong stocks during weakness, and trade all short-term Trading Indicator buy and sell signals as they occur.Intermediate- and long-term investors should selectively buy relatively strong stocks now and prepare to sell relatively weak acting stocks during strength throughout the summer.One thing, however, always remains carved in stone: Our Annual Market Forecast.  The largest uninterrupted series of forecasted "Weak Readings" spanned early May to early June, which made this (now) the most obvious place to expect weakness in 2006.  We realize a forecast is only tentative, but there it was, carved in stone, unchanging, and waiting.If the major Domed House patterns that we have been tracking for months are to produce normal downward completions, then it will depend on each specific index as to how far down they might go.  Stronger indices, like the DJIA and S&P 500, would have plenty of time to complete such a course since their most recent respective tops came in early May and the average overall Domed House descent lasts about 4 months.  Weaker indices, like the NASDAQ- 100, would need very little time to complete their downtrends, and need only to drop a few points.  And, there are patterns that have already completed their downward objectives.  Remember, the norm for 3PDH patterns is to ultimately and entirely retrace all gains.… there are very high odds after any major market top that one or two Right Shoulders will develop.  The average descent from the high to the first low before the primary Right Shoulder rally is 51 days.  The shortest time was 10 days, and, since we have passed that point, a pre-Right Shoulder low may develop at any time.Lastly, we do not wish to infer that a major top or a Right Shoulder are probable, but rather that they are possible, and we should be aware of the facts (regarding Right Shoulders and major tops) to judge the potential intermediate recovery ahead.

Covato said ...
June 13, 2006Our Intermediate-term Trend Indicators (ITTI) should stop descending and reverse upward by the end of this week, most likely producing a buy signal no sooner than Friday, June 16.  From a larger intermediate-term perspective, the most concerning clue for determining the price levels' minimum target lows comes from the numerous Three Peaks followed by Domed House (3PDH) patterns in progress that we have been writing about since last year: Most still suggest a test of the October 2005 lows, and some have already reached their respective targets.  Barring any further brief, momentum crashes, the broader indices that are still relatively far above their respective October 2005 lows, are likely to rally upon the development of buy signals from our ITTI at least high enough to produce another possibly broader Right Shoulder formation. Assuming that price can hold its present levels, …, the S&P should produce a Domed House rally to above 1290 most likely developing during the expected June strength. 

Covato said ...
June 16, 2006As anticipated in earlier messages, we are raising our Intermediate-Term Trend Rating from Negative to Neutral/Positive today.  Managers should consider downside risk to be limited in the short term.

Covato said ...
June 29, 2006Intermediate-Term Trend Outlook ImprovingToday, our four important Intermediate term Indicators are positive.  …  Our 2006 Annual Market Forecast suggested, "Mid-June thru late August is ruled by strength."  It also suggests that "abundant weakness in close proximity opposes strength in the middle third of July, making for a potentially choppy ascent.  Notably, though, July 21 marks the cessation of weakness and the start of steady, uninterrupted strength."  The intraday pattern of the S&P 500 Index since May 24, 2006 - mentioned in our 6/13/2006 message - still retains its symmetrical inverted Three Peaks and Domed House pattern (3PDH), and it continues to suggest the S&P 500 Index will rally short term to above 1290. From a larger intermediate-term perspective, we cannot yet predict how high price will go during this period of forecasted strength.  The very least we would expect is the appearance of a Right Shoulder, after which caution may be advised due to unfinished Domed House overall descending activity for those indices and stocks that bear the pattern but have not yet descended to their minimum target lows (October 2005 lows).  StrategyOur May 30, 2006 Strategy continued to tell managers to buy stocks during weakness. Short- and intermediate-term traders should play the market strength but be prepared to act defensively should our intermediate outlook change, or if short-term Trading Indicator sell signals appear.  Meanwhile, act aggressively in response to any more Trading Indicator buy signals that may develop. Intermediate- and long-term investors sell relatively weak acting stocks during strength throughout the summer.

Covato said ...
July 3, 2006VERY SHORT-TERM TRADING INDICATORAt today's close, our short-term Volume Trading Indicator is triggering a "minor" Sell signal for the Dow Industrials and S&P 500 only.  …  Managers should expect the market to descend for several days if this signal is confirmed.

Covato said ...
July 12, 2006… while our Intermediate-Term Trend Outlook was most recently considered to be improving, we do not rate it much better than Neutral at this time; and, there is a short span of "Weak Readings" between July 7th and July 18th from our 2006 Annual Market Forecast which interrupt the overall June through August span of "Strong Readings".

Covato said ...
July 21, 2006Very Short-Term TrendOur short-term Trading Indicator (TI) is triggering a "minor" BUY signal today for the S&P 500 Index and the New York Stock Exchange Composite.  Managers should expect the market to ascend for several days if this signal is confirmed.  The average initial market reaction to a TI BUY signal is 6 trading days; starting from the confirmation day as DAY 1.

Covato said ...
July 28, 2006Very Short-Term TrendOur short-term Trading Indicator (TI) is triggering a "normal" SELL signal today for the Dow Industrials, S&P 500 Index and the New York Stock Exchange Composite.  Managers should expect the market to descend for several days if this signal is confirmed. 

Covato predicted ...
Monday August 7 ,20061.In early August 2006 the market will experience some weakness until around the 9th of the month.2. From August 9th forward, directional readings of strength are abundant and uninterrupted until August 25th.3. The market will encounter upside resistance during the latter part of August.4. A brief rally will appear for a day or two around the weekend preceding Labor Day.5. The market will begin to turn down shortly after Labor Day weekend.
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